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Abstract.
We describe our findings and experiences from our technical review of vote verification systems for the Maryland State Board of Elections (SBE). The review included the following four systems for possible use together with Maryland’s existing Diebold AccuVote-TS (touch screen) voting system: VoteHere Sentinel; SCYTL Pnyx.DRE; MIT-Selker audio system; Diebold voter verified paper audit trail. As a baseline, we also examined the SBE’s procedures for “parallel testing” of its Diebold system. For each system, we examined how it enables voters who use touch screens to verify that their votes are cast as intended, recorded as cast, and reported as recorded. We also examined how well it permits post-election auditing. To this end, we considered implementation, impact on current state voting processes and procedures, impact on voting, functional completeness, security against fraud, attack and failure, reliability, accessibility, and voter privacy.

Our principal findings are, first, that each system we examined may at some point provide a degree of vote verification beyond what is available through the Diebold System as currently implemented, provided the system were fully developed, fully integrated with the Diebold system, and effectively implemented. Second, none of the systems is yet a fully developed, commercially ready product.

This interdisciplinary study—the first of its kind—is of interest for the way in which it evaluates the systems, for the technical questions it raises about standard interfaces, and as a snapshot of the state of vote verification technologies and their commercial development.
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1 Introduction

On August 19, 2005, the University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC) on behalf of the University’s Maryland Institute for Policy Analysis and Research (MIPAR) entered into a memorandum of understanding with the State Administrator of Elections to provide a technical analysis of commercially developed vote verification technologies. This paper is a summary of Part I (Technical study) [Nor06a, Nor06b] of a two-part study.2 Part 2 (Usability Study) was conducted by Hermson and other researchers [Her06] at the University of Maryland, College Park. Separately, Norris [Nor06c] surveyed how Maryland registered voters feel about voting and voting technology.

We conducted this study at a time when concerns about electronic voting on Direct Recording Electronic systems (DREs)—otherwise known as touch screen voting systems—and independent verification of voting on DREs, have become a focus of national attention. Over the past year or so, a nationwide rush to adopt a solution to the “problem” of touch screen voting appears to have occurred. Twenty-six or more states, for example, have adopted or appear to be in the process of adopting requirements to include independent verification systems, nearly all based on a voter verified paper audit trail (VVPAT). Unfortunately, little is

1 Although the State Administrator of Elections contracted with us for the study, we conducted the study completely independently.
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understood about verification systems. In the absence of scientific data to support a move to VVPAT, and unlike many other states, Maryland commissioned a study before taking action.

Issues commonly raised for DREs include the following. Do they record, store, and count each voter’s vote as the voter voted? Can they be corrupted? Can they be effectively audited? Can their level of security be assessed accurately?

The focused charge of the UMBC study was to evaluate how effective certain vote verification systems are as a means for (1) providing independent verification of the vote recorded on the Diebold AccuVote-TS voting system used in Maryland, and (2) creating an acceptable audit trail. The information in our study is intended to help the citizens of Maryland, members of the General Assembly, the Governor’s Commission on the Administration of Elections, the State Board of Elections (SBE) and the Governor in coming to informed decisions about how to administer elections in Maryland.

The UMBC study did not examine the security of the existing Diebold system, nor address the broader question of what election system Maryland ought to use. Also, the systems examined were examined only for possible use as verification systems, and not as stand-alone election systems. From the scope of the UMBC study, the reader should not infer that the UMBC study group advocates using DREs, verification systems, or any particular voting system. Similarly, the reader should not infer that the UMBC group is against any particular voting technology, including precinct-count optical scan.

A unique feature of the interdisciplinary UMBC study of verification technologies is that it was carried out within the context of the processes and conduct of real elections. To this end, we examined the detailed procedures used to conduct elections in Maryland, as defined by the SBE [Mar06].

The systems for possible inclusion in this study were Votereic Sentinel, SCYTL Psyn.DRE, MIT-Selker audio system, Diebold VVPAT, Democracy Systems, Inc. (DSI) VoteGuard, IP.Com, and Avante. VoteGuard is a visual system that includes a record of screen images from each DRE (and election management system). We also examined the SBE’s procedure of “parallel testing” of the Diebold AccuVote-TS voting system. We used the Diebold DRE system as currently implemented in Maryland with parallel testing as a baseline against which to evaluate each vote verification system. Ultimately, the following three systems were not included in the study. IP.Com did not meet the criteria of an independent vote verification system. Avante indicated it did not want to participate. DSI would not provide its system. UMBC signed a non-disclosure agreement with each of the other vendors to have access to their systems. DSI, however, required that UMBC also sign a non-compete agreement, which UMBC refused to do as a matter of policy.

The scope of work included six tasks.

(1) Technically review each vote verification system, including examining and testing all hardware, software, and documentation.

(2) Comparatively analyze the risks for each vote verification system (when used with the Diebold system and parallel testing) against selected review criteria, relative to each other and to the baseline Diebold system with parallel testing alone.

(3) Analyze the susceptibility to attack, fraud or failure of each of the verification systems.

(4) Assess the accessibility (e.g., for individuals with disabilities, the elderly) of each vote verification system.

(5) Assess the magnitude of effort and cost to implement and integrate each vote verification system with the current voting system and to maintain the integrated system.

(6) Estimate the impact of each vote verification system on the ability of voters to vote in the state’s elections, on the State’s current election procedures, and on the ability of election officials, election judges and volunteers to perform their jobs in actual elections and to adapt, manage, and use these systems effectively.

We took the position that our role was to provide the SBE with objective scientific assessments for each of the review criteria, and not to weight and balance these criteria.

For purposes of this study, auditing means the ability, through an alternative means and after the election is conducted, to establish that the votes recorded by the Diebold system correspond to the votes recorded by the independent vote verification system. Vote verification means the ability to confirm the accuracy of the Diebold system independently.

Although we carried out our study in the context of a particular Diebold System as used within Maryland elections, our work generalizes to most any DRE and any state.

We had agreed to provide a draft report by December 15, 2005, but we were unable to meet this deadline because we did not gain access to the VoteHere system until November 16, and to the Diebold VVPAT until December 20.

---

3 Independently, researchers at the Center for Politics and Citizenship at the University of Maryland, College Park conducted a usability analysis [Her06].
2 Background and Related Work

Voting methods in American elections have been called into serious question in recent years, specifically as a result of problems that occurred in the 2000 election in Florida [Cra03,Wan04,Cal01]. This election dramatically brought to the attention of the public the possibility of errors with punch card voting systems [Bei89a,Cra03]. Optical scans and lever systems have also been prone to undervoting (not voting in a race), overvoting (voting multiple times for one race) and misvoting [Cra03].

Due to these reported problems with other systems and as a result of the issues surrounding the 2000 presidential election in Florida, there has been movement toward electronic or touch screen voting [Cra03]. According to one study, the proportion of voters using electronic systems is expected to have increased from 13 to 29 percent between 2000 and 2004 [Wan04,Ele04]. Touch screen voting systems are also popular because it is felt that the systems are easy to use, more accessible to persons with disabilities, better able to accommodate multiple languages, prevent overvoting, provide quick results (with less human error), and eliminate costs associated with printing ballots [Bur03,Wan04]. A principal concern about touch screen voting systems is whether the underlying software of these systems can be trusted, especially whether the software can be trusted to record and count votes as cast by voters.

The election controversies of November 2000 also prompted a response at the federal level. In 2002, Congress passed the Help America Vote Act (HAVA). This legislation attempted to bring voting procedures, which until that point had been the responsibility of individual state governments, under the purview of the federal government [Kur04].

The bill was designed to combat a host of issues plaguing the voting process. Through a mix of new guidelines, requirements, and federal programs and funding, this legislation provides assistance for states as they update and improve their voting processes. Among other provisions, it requires states to upgrade away from the older voting systems, in this case mainly away from lever and punch card systems, and toward new touch screen and optical scan systems [Hol05].

HAVA also provided for the formation of the Election Assistance Commission (EAC), a federal body designed to promote the goals of the 2002 bill. Among other duties, the EAC was charged with helping the states successfully make the upgrade to new voting technology. The EAC would offer administrative and technical support, as well as provide grants to develop and test new election systems. It would also develop a program to test, certify and decertify election systems as they were introduced [Ele05].

What raised the concerns of critics of touch screen voting in this instance was that HAVA does not provide guidelines for states regarding performance tests on the newly approved voting technologies (especially touch screen voting systems), nor does it contain a requirement for any sort of independent verification systems [Kur04,Hol05,Pyn05].

There are also problems with the implementation timetable as far as providing access for disabled voters. Although the law did not go into effect until January 1, 2006, some voting system vendors are selling systems now, to be used for the foreseeable future, which do not meet the access standards of HAVA [Pyn05].

To address these criticisms, Representative Rush Holt (D-NJ) introduced the Voter Confidence and Increased Accessibility Act [Hol05]. According to Representative Holt’s web site, the bill is chiefly concerned with a requirement that all voting machines produce a verifiable paper trail and a more general requirement for an “accessible voter-verification method.” Finally, it addresses concerns raised by some security experts who warn of hacks and attacks if a voting system is ever connected to the Internet. Holt’s bill prohibits such systems from being connected to the Internet or being attached to any insecure communication device. HR 550 has been relegated to a subcommittee, and it is unknown whether or how soon it will emerge, but it is important to note the bill because it encapsulates many of the concerns that lawmakers have about touch screen voting and limitations in HAVA’s scope.

Several potential or actual problems have been identified around touch screen voting. First, problems exist on an individual level that might affect elections. These problems include voter trust in the system, readability of the touch screen systems, problems with smart cards (which prevent persons from voting more than once), issues around instructions and assistance to voters, ability to write in candidates, issues concerning the ability to administer the system, and privacy [Her05,Rub05].

To many, a greater concern involves the security of touch screen systems. Security issues include...
malicious programming, unintentional but nevertheless bad programming, equipment errors, tampering with hardware, system malfunctions including crashes, the inability to recount votes independently, and issues about the correct capture of votes [Bur03, Cra03, Hal04, Muc04, Rub05, Sei04, Wan04, Han02]. To correct these security issues, calls have been made for open source coding (which would allow for independent examination of programming of electronic voting systems), voter verifiable paper trails (which could also be used for auditing), and active testing programs of the equipment and software [Bei89a, Bru04, Sei04, Han02].

In 2004, less than 40 percent of voters actually looked at the VVPAT printer screen, compared its display to that on the DRE, and touched the DRE to indicate they had verified [Los04]. For additional observations on verification systems in real use, see Selker [Sei05].

3 Voting in Maryland

In 2001, the Special Committee on Voting Systems and Election Procedures recommended to the Governor and General Assembly that a statewide voting system be implemented in Maryland. Subsequently, House Bill 1457 (2001) was adopted. This bill required a statewide, uniform voting system for polling-place voting and a uniform system for absentee voting. After the law became effective, and as the result of an open, competitive bid process, the State Board of Elections (SBE) selected Diebold Election Systems, Inc., to provide a DRE voting system for polling-place voting, and an optical scan voting system for absentee voting.

This voting system was implemented in three phases. Phase I counties ( Allegany, Dorchester, Montgomery and Prince George’s Counties) implemented the voting system for the 2002 elections. These counties were selected because they used the oldest voting systems in the State: punch card for Montgomery County and lever machines for the others. The contract for Phase I was signed in 2002. The Phase II contract was signed in 2003, and Phase II counties implemented for 2004 elections. Phase III, which includes Baltimore City, will be implemented for the 2006 elections. With the completion of Phase III, Maryland will have almost 20,000 DRE voting units. Approximately 20,000 volunteers assist with elections.

By FY 2009, a total of about $95.5 million will have been spent by state government on this system. Of that amount, about $45.6 million will have been spent on hardware and maintenance, and almost $50 million on a variety of necessary support services including security measures, warehousing, transportation, voter outreach, support services, technical support, testing of various kinds, and project management. This amounts to a state government cost of almost $2.82 for every Maryland resident (5.6 million) and just over $5.10 for every Maryland registered voter (3.1 million) per year for each of the six years. This cost includes providing every jurisdiction in the state with all of the equipment needed to conduct an election, as well as some level of technical assistance and voter outreach.

Maryland has a dual election system in which the SBE and the local boards of election (LBEs) share authority and responsibility for administering elections. Each jurisdiction in Maryland (23 counties and Baltimore City) has a local board of elections. Under Maryland’s Election Law Article, the LBEs and their staff are subject to the direction and authority of the SBE and are accountable to the SBE. Election equipment, including the Diebold DREs and election management system servers are stored by each LBE.

4 Study Methods

In conducting this study, we examined both non-technical and technical aspects of the vote verification technologies. The non-technical aspects included implementation of these systems within the framework of the current Maryland election policies and procedures, and the impact of the vote verification technologies on these procedures and on voters and voting in Maryland. The technical aspects included data management, reliability, functional completeness, accessibility, election integrity and voter privacy. In this section we describe our study methodologies and evaluation criteria.

For each system and evaluation criterion, we reported our assessments in two ways: we assigned a subjective numerical rating from one (low) to five (high), and we wrote a narrative of the system’s strengths and weaknesses. Table 1 presents these scores. Each system was rated as it would be used with the existing Diebold system and parallel testing.

We asked each vendor to define one particular version of their product, and to supply a testable reference implementation matching the given specification. None of the vendors fully complied with this request.

Each vendor meet with the study team at least once, and each vendor provided the study team with a sample product to test and examine. To various degrees, all of the evaluations were complicated by the preliminary states of development of the products, the lack of standard product configurations,
insufficient detailed product information, and lack of access to Diebold software which must be modified to integrate the products.

4.1 Implementation
We estimated the one-time and on-going costs to integrate each verification system into Maryland elections, assuming a product configuration we defined. Product cost estimates were based on vendor comments, each of whom promised “to be competitive.” Some of our cost estimates were based in part on data provided from other organizations; most notably the Asian Pacific American Legal Center, which provided an estimate of the impact of voter verified paper trail submitted to the California Assembly in 2004. Cost estimates also include required modifications to the Diebold system.

4.2 Impact on Voters and Election Procedures
We examined the ways in which adding vote verification technologies to the current Maryland process of elections would affect that process and the voters. We considered additional steps voters must take, the time required to vote, and the amount of assistance required.

One-time impacts on election administration include acquiring devices, making physical and software modifications to the Diebold system, transporting the devices to the LBEs, establishing storage procedures and locations at the LBEs, creating a training program for LBE officials, developing and implementing security procedures, developing a technical assistance program, developing a voter education program, and monitoring these one-time activities.

Continuing impacts include maintaining and servicing the devices, inventory and storage, transportation, on-going training, technical assistance, setting up and taking down equipment, managing and operating the devices during an election, assisting voters, dealing with recounts, and continuing voter education.

4.3 Data Management
We examined how well each system stores and manages data against hardware and software failures, power failures, natural disasters, voter error, and accidental or malicious attack. Among the many events that can happen include a voter aborting the voting process in the middle, and cables becoming disconnected. The system should remain accessible or restorable.

In carrying out this evaluation, we applied each of the following criteria, which we adapt from the FEC voting system standards for data management:

- Protect against any single point of failure, protect against failure of any input or storage device, protect data entry and storage against tampering, log all events, detect and log exceptional events, and maintain awareness of system status through diagnostics.

One important issue is to enforce “atomicity” of votes cast. It is desirable for the DRE and verifier to maintain consistent data stores of the votes cast, even in the event of failures. Traditionally, this might be accomplished through a two-way protocol in which neither unit would record the vote until both units have the information needed to do so. Without atomicity, there is the possibility of “lost votes”—for example, a vote stored on the DRE but not on the verifier—and the two units might not agree on the tallies, even if they are both honest. For more on this issue, and its relationship with security, see Section 10. Except for Scytl, none of the systems made any attempt to achieve atomicity of votes cast.

4.4 Reliability
To assess reliability, we tested the high-level usage scenarios for the systems and looked for failures. Our test cases covered the main functionalities. For Votehere, however, the product lacked sufficient functional completeness to perform any reliability testing.

4.5 Functional Completeness
We determined the degree to which each system actually provides the functions given in its product specifications. As one metric, we computed the ratio of implemented functions to those promised.

4.6 Accessibility
To examine the accessibility of the four systems, we used the standards of Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended in 1998, for procurement of electronic and information technology [Reh73]. Specifically, we used the following subsections of these standards:


We evaluated the four devices as self contained products in a laboratory at UMBC using an expert review based on accepted standards. The user-based assessment regarding use by individuals with disabilities is part of Herron’s [Her06] companion study.
4.7 Election Integrity and Voter Privacy

We separately evaluated how well each system mitigates threats to election integrity, voter privacy, and reliable operations, focusing primarily on integrity and privacy.

Election integrity means that each voter casts his ballot as intended; the system records the ballot as cast; the system tabulates the votes as recorded; and the Election Boards certify the results as tallied. Voter privacy means that no one (besides the voter) can learn how the voter voted. Many voters view privacy as a fundamental right that is vital to prevent coercion, vote selling, and bribery. Resistance to disruption means that it is difficult for an unintentional or malicious adversary to cause a delay, rescheduling, or stoppage of the election process. A major difficulty in conducting elections is to achieve both election integrity and voter privacy.

The evaluations are for the entire composite systems, when used in combination with Maryland’s existing Diebold voting system and the security policies and procedures, including parallel testing, that have been adopted around it.

Evaluation criteria include votes cast as intended, votes recorded as cast, non-reliance on complex DRE hardware and software for integrity, physical security, protection of removable data devices, proper use of cryptography, sound key management, software implementation best practices, transparency, and prevention of vote correlations.

In assessing the systems, we also considered the following attack metrics: number of conspirators required, number of votes affected, number of machines, precincts, local election boards affected, cost (in dollars), time to carry out attack, computer resources needed (computer time, memory space), probability of detection, probability of success, required level of sophistication, and required knowledge, skills, and equipment.

5 Diebold AccuvoteTS with Parallel Testing

Parallel testing aims to detect widespread improper operation of DREs by carefully testing a sample of DREs randomly selected immediately before the election. The testing is performed on election day in a fashion that attempts to simulate exactly the true election experience. Volunteers “vote” on the sampled machines and also write down their votes on paper for later checking. SBE carries out parallel testing in partnership with the Maryland League of Women Voters (LWV). This currently used videotaped process is the baseline verification system for our analysis.

Parallel testing adds significant value, provided the sample is indeed selected at random, the selected machines are not modified, and the selected machines cannot detect (e.g., through signaling or perception of differences between the true and simulated election conditions) that they have been selected for parallel testing. Thus, significant care is required to carry out parallel testing properly.

Parallel testing does not detect possible widespread corruption of DREs where each corrupted DRE behaves properly unless signaled to behave maliciously.

Because the SBE already performs parallel testing, continuing this process should not require many, if any, additional state resources. The partnership with the LWV also helps keep on-going costs to a minimum. Because parallel testing is independent of actual polling, the impact on election administration is minimal and there are no privacy concerns.

See Appendix H of the full report [Nor06b] for a mathematical formula that computes the probability that the random sample will include at least one bad DRE. For example, if 50% of the 19,000 DREs in Maryland were corrupt, then sampling only 10 DREs would include a bad DRE with 99.9% confidence. However, if 1% of DREs were corrupt, then sampling 10 DREs would include a bad DRE with only 9.6% confidence; testing 100 units would increase this confidence to 63.5%. Currently, SBE selects a small number of machines, all from the same LBE.

6 Diebold VVPAT

The Diebold Voter Verified Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT) system consists of a small printer encased in a sealed take-up unit housing that attaches to the side of the DRE. After the voter selects his or her choices on the DRE, the DRE displays the voter’s selections and requires the voter to print the ballot to begin the verification process prior to recording the votes. The voter’s selections are directly sent from the DRE to the printer through an integrated serial port. The voter can view the printout through a glass panel.

If the selections displayed on the DRE correspond to the printout, the voter can accept and record his or her selections. Otherwise, the voter can reject the ballot and then modify his or her selections. At the end of an election day, the paper rolls that contain the printed votes must be moved from the printer and securely stored. When there is a need to conduct an audit or recount, the votes recorded on the paper rolls can be hand tabulated.

The Diebold VVPAT has a relatively fully functioning system. The system is simple. Because it is produced from the same DRE vendor, the system
integration effort between the two ought to be relatively low.

During our testing, we encountered a high failure rate of the printer. Consequently, reliability of the Diebold VVPAT is low. Dealing with printer problems during an election would be challenging. At over $1,500 per unit (not including case and consumables), the Diebold VVPAT is also costly.

This system depends on the security and accuracy of counting the paper printouts. The system provides no cryptographic protection of the printed votes, and managing paper is fraught with significant security challenges. Moreover, the voter can verify only what goes into the paper storage unit; the voter cannot verify what comes out of the paper storage unit.

Each printout also contains an optical scan barcode that claims to encode the same information printed on the roll in plain text. Election officials could use these barcodes in counting the paper votes. Realistically, these barcodes cannot be checked in the voting booth. Moreover, they are generated from information sent from the DRE to the printer. As such, the barcodes cannot be trusted without trusting the DRE and the printer. Therefore, if the barcodes are used, they must be verified.

The system raises threats to voter privacy because the paper roll preserves the order of the votes cast and can potentially be used to identify a voter and send clandestine signals. We could not evaluate accessibility because the vendor did not provide the equipment needed for such testing.

On general principles, it is problematic that the printer device is provided by the same vendor, Diebold, that produces the DREs. Thus, this system does not provide vendor independence in the verification-audit component. On the other hand, this concern is reduced somewhat given the simplicity of the printer unit.

7 MIT-Selker VVAATT

The Voter Verified Audio Audit Transcript Trail (VVAATT) system includes a voice-operated recorder that is connected to the DRE. The voter puts on headphones in the voting booth. Subsequently, every activity of the voter is spoken to the voter using an audio feedback mechanism and recorded on an analog audiotape. During an election audit, the tape can be played back and the votes can be manually counted and compared with those of the DRE.

One of the most significant advantages of this system is its use of audio verification: there is evidence that voters are much more likely to detect mistakes when checking with headsets than by looking on a separate screen or printed receipt. At $100 per unit for basic hardware, this system is also the cheapest.

The vendor for the VVAATT has a relatively well-developed prototype. The system is simple and easy to install. Since the tape recorder is independent of the DRE, integration with the DRE is easy. Being an analog audio record, this system eliminates the need to trust digital computers, provided no computers are used in automatically processing the tapes during a recount.

The system requires trust in LBEs to store the cassette tapes securely and in appropriate environmental conditions. The tapes have no cryptographic protection. Voters cannot verify what tapes are used in the recount process.

The vendor lacks a business plan for producing and marketing the large numbers of units that would be required if this product is selected. The system has significant accessibility problems (e.g., to the hearing impaired) and is not resistant to disruption. The system currently provides only manual operations for playbacks and recounts of votes, making it very labor intensive, which might introduce significant impacts on election administration in the event of recounts.

As with the Diebold VVPAT, the audio recordings preserve the order of votes, permit voters to identify themselves through distinctive sequences of voting actions, and identify the language heard by the voter. These features pose threats to voter privacy. Although not included in the system provided to UMBC, an option exists for each voter to pick up a recording unit from a common basket of units to carry into the voting booth. At greater risks of damage to the equipment, this option partially addresses the drawback of recording vote order.

8 Scytl Payx.DRE

The Scytl solution is a device attached to the DRE that displays and stores an independent electronic record of the votes cast, providing a check against the threat that a malicious DRE might record a different vote from the one cast.

Once the voter has selected his ballot choices on the DRE, the DRE sends these choices to the Scytl device, where the voter can verify them.

Scytl automates the post-election audit process. Election board members can automatically check whether the DRE tally of the votes is consistent with the votes recorded by the verifier.

The accessibility of Scytl received the most favorable rating among the systems examined. However, there are still important improvements needed to make it fully accessible. The system is well documented and the vendor provided us with the
It is nontrivial to implement a solution to the above data management problem that has satisfactory security properties, and theoretical research on the Byzantine generals problem \cite{lam} imposes some limitations on what is possible. The two-way handshake protocol of Scytlet creates an undesirable situation in which each unit (DRE, verifier) can cause the other to fail. Also, a bidirectional connection between DRE and verifier might facilitate two corrupt units to agree on a consistent, but fraudulent, tally.

At least one vendor, VoteHere, did not fully accept the ground rules imposed by the SBE that the new product be an add-on verification-audit system, rather than a separate stand-alone system that simply uses the existing DRE as a front-end user interface. Although VoteHere mentioned that alternative designs could be worked out, its main suggestion was for their system to provide the sole official election results. Its logic was that because its system provides provable voter-verified election integrity, a second tally would be unnecessary. We do not fully agree with this point of view: to the extent to which it is beneficial to have two independent systems, it would be better to enable the DRE to provide an independent tally, regardless of the high assurance of VoteHere.

From the beginning, the SBE stated that it would consider procuring only sufficiently developed commercially ready products. Soon it became apparent that none of the "products" met this condition. Most of the vendors sought a different sort of arrangement: to open a dialog and partnership with the SBE toward developing a system for Maryland.

It is a bad idea for governments to buy products that are not functionally complete and that either do not have positive records in the market place or that cannot be fully and effectively tested in simulated elections to ascertain their performance characteristics.

However, there are situations where it is appropriate for governments to engage in creative well-managed partnerships with industry to promote applied research and product development, especially for emerging technologies that promote social good. Moreover, voting technology, including receipt-based voting, is such a situation. Thus, we would be happy for Maryland to consider investing prudently in such a partnership, perhaps in combination with other states. Such a partnership could include discounts on possible future product purchases, and strict performance guarantees on any resulting products.

By 2007, Maryland will have spent approximately $96 million on Diebold equipment. A small fraction of that expense invested in a creative partnership...
might greatly facilitate and accelerate the development of promising new voting technologies, such as high-assurance receipt-based systems. We recommend that all states invest at least 2% of their expenditures for voting machines on research in better voting technology.

Regardless, for all of the products examined, it is unfortunate that the vendors did not do a better job at providing each of the following essential elements: detailed product description including functional specifications, testable reference implementation meeting the functional specification, product performance data from a real or mock election, security and privacy analysis, and appropriate documentation.

It would be unreasonable to require, as some states do, that any new voting system first be proven through official use in some other state. If all states adopted such a policy, there would be no innovation. Instead, it ought to be sufficient to provide performance data from a suitable mock election, carried out by an independent testing organization.

11 Conclusions, Findings, and Recommendations

In this study we have examined four vote verification systems, as well as the SBE’s method of parallel testing. We examined them using the following criteria: implementation, impact on voters and election administration, data management, functional completeness, reliability, accessibility, election integrity, and privacy. Table 1 gives our summary ratings.

Table 1 presents ratings from 1 to 5 for each criterion for each system including parallel testing. A rating of 1 means that the system (when used with the existing Diebold system and parallel testing) does not meet the criterion at all, and a rating of 5 means that a system meets a criterion completely.

We chose not to average any of the scores for two reasons. First, different persons or organizations might assign different weights to each of these criteria. For example, for some, security may have the greatest importance, while for others, the impact on voters and election administration may be foremost. Second, for some of the systems, some of criteria did not apply, or we were unable to conduct some tests because vendors did not provide the full range of equipment necessary.

In terms of election integrity, each system under study requires a different type of trust. For example, parallel testing requires the voter to trust that the selection of units to be tested is random and that the selected units cannot be signaled to behave properly. VVAATT and VVPAT require the voter to trust that the audio or paper tapes are stored securely and counted accurately. Scytl requires the voter to trust that the system works as claimed: the voter cannot examine or verify system software for himself. VoteHere requires voters to trust cryptographers of their choice that certain security properties are true (mainly, that trusted software of their choice can verify that the posted results are consistent with the official election data).

Verification systems that preserve voting order (VVAATT and VVPAT) notably degrade voter privacy. All verification systems have the potential to degrade voter privacy by increasing risks without correcting existing vulnerabilities. Similarly, all verification systems typically increase the risk of disruption by increasing the number of components and processes that can go wrong.
Table 1: Summary evaluations of vote verification systems. Table 1 presents ratings from 1 to 5 for each criterion for each system including parallel testing. A rating of 1 means that the system (when used with the existing Diebold system and parallel testing) does not meet the criterion at all, and a rating of 5 means that a system meets the criterion completely. N/A means not applicable because voters do not participate. N/E means not evaluated because the vendor did not provide the necessary equipment. Although parallel testing perfectly preserves voter privacy because it does not use real voter data, it does not correct the threats to voter privacy created by Diebold AccuvoteTS. Therefore, parallel testing receives the same privacy score as the baseline score for Diebold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Parallel Testing alone</th>
<th>MIT-Selker VVAATT</th>
<th>Scytl</th>
<th>Diebold VVPAT</th>
<th>VoteHere</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Election Administration</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Management</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Completeness</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>N/E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>N/E</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Election Integrity</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11.1 Findings

We now summarize the principal findings of our study. First, each of the systems that we examined—only one of which provides for a pure paper solution—may have something to offer the State of Maryland in terms of vote verification. But this would be true only if the system were fully developed, fully integrated with the Diebold DREs and effectively implemented.

Second, none of these systems is a fully developed, commercially ready product. None of these products had been used in an election in the U.S. (The Scytl system has been used outside the U.S., and a different version of the Diebold VVPAT has been used in the U.S.).

Were Maryland (or any organization) to decide to acquire any of these products, anywhere from a relatively small to a considerably large amount of money and effort would be required on the part of the vendor to produce an actual product and make the product ready for use in actual elections.

Third, introducing any of these vote verification products would involve both potential benefits and the following costs.

1. All of these products would impose significant one-time implementation and on-going management burdens (cost, effort, security) on the SBE and the LBEs.
2. To a greater or lesser extent, all would increase the complexity of the act of voting.
3. To a greater or lesser extent, all would increase the amount of time required to vote.
4. All would likely, in balance, approximately double the amount of effort required to administer elections, because two systems would have to be managed. It is true, however, that some products include election management tools that could facilitate certain aspects of election management.
5. All would offer the potential to affect voter privacy adversely.
6. These products would have both potentially positive and potentially negative impacts on security (i.e., increase the possibility that votes will be recorded and counted as cast, and increase the possibility of disruption).
7. None of the products are fully accessible to individuals with visual or hearing impairments, and none of them fully meets the accessibility standards of Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act.
8. Integration of these systems will require the cooperation of Diebold to develop and/or ensure the viability of a working interface between the vendor's product and the Diebold system.

11.2 Recommendations

Based on the evidence from this study, we could not recommend that the State of Maryland adopt any of the vote verification products that we examined at that time.

No election system, regardless of the technology involved, is foolproof nor is any election system
completely immune or secure from fraud and attack. Indeed, there is a long and inglorious history of election fraud in the U.S. that dates back to the founding of the country or before and involves nearly all methods and technologies of voting. It would be prohibitively costly to make any election system—or an information system for that matter—secure.

Regardless of what the state does in the near term with regard to vote verification, in future elections, it should expand the use of parallel testing. The state should also undertake a full-scale assessment of the security procedures and practices around its current voting system. We say this even with the knowledge that the SBE’s security procedures are reasonable and prudent and that the SBE’s system of parallel testing reduces considerably the possibility of widespread fraud and attack on the system. These additional measures might include: randomly selecting DREs for the test the day before the election; ensuring that the persons responsible for parallel testing are not the persons who loaded the software; selecting a larger number of DREs, possibly from more than one jurisdiction for testing; and ensuring that conditions for the test are as nearly identical to a real election as possible. The SBE should continue to monitor and record the parallel test carefully.

To summarize, each of the products we examined could, if fully developed and properly implemented and managed, offer some value in the area of vote verification. However, none is fully developed. Additionally, potentially significant tradeoffs exist with all of them (e.g., greater election integrity and potential for degraded privacy), and all would require considerable cost and effort to implement and to manage during elections. For these and other reasons, we could not recommend that the state of Maryland acquire and implement any of them at that time.
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